
Corkscrew Scarf 
 

The inspiration for this was taken from a hand knitted example on show at the NEC. 

I experimented with holding position to create the desired effect and then realised it 

would be much quicker to do the same thing automatically with slip and a punchcard. 

 

Yarn     Single strand of 2/17 lambswool from Uppingham Yarns    

Finished scarf weighs 50 grammes. 

 

Machine  I used a Knitmaster 360. No ribber needed.   

Any electronic / punchcard machine could be used. 

 

Pattern 1.Prepare punchcard/mylar sheet as shown. 

  Punched holes will knit, non punched holes will slip. 

  Row 1 slips one stitch at left.  Mark start row for your machine – 

  Knitmaster reads 5 rows down and Brother 7 rows down. 

 

Knitting the scarf 

1. Using waste yarn cast on 24 st. over needles 12 – 0 – 12. 

2. Knit several rows in waste ending with carriage at right. 

3. Insert punchcard, lock on row 1.   

4. RC 000. Change to main yarn. E wrap cast on 24 stitches over same 

needles. 

5. T5 knit 2 rows in st. st whilst programming your machine to read card. 

6. Hang side weights on waste yarn 

7. Carr at right set machine to slip, release punchcard. 

8. Cancel end needle selection if your machine does this. 

9. Remember to move side weights up regularly. 

Knit 2291 rows.   

(As there are only 24 stitches it is not too tiring to do this many rows) 

10. Lock punchcard at the end of the wedge shaping. Set to st. st. 

 Knit 2 rows and cast off. 

11. The scarf will look awful until you have finished it as instructed 

below. 

 

Finishing the scarf 

1. Use 1 tablespoon of salt and a good squirt of washing up liquid in a 

bowl of fairly hot water to remove the oil from the lambswool. 

2. Rinse until water is clear. 

3. Short spin or roll in a towel to remove excess water. 

4. Hang to dry, or if you are as impatient as me tumble dry for 5 minutes 

or so. 

5. The scarf should now be dry enough to steam press with a steam iron 

set at wool. 

6. The scarf will coil round into circles as you press it. 

 

Wearing the scarf 

  Hold one end of the scarf and let it corkscrew into a frilly scarf. 

  Knit another toning scarf if you have enjoyed knitting this one. 



 

 


